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Sub-wavelength localization of hot-spots in SERS
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Abstract

Localization of plasmon resonances within fractions of the wavelength of the exciting laser is shown by means of surface

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). Our results confirm speculations on sub-wavelength resolution capabilities of SERS as well

as provide a tool to understand highly localized plasmon excitations in disordered metallic nanostructures. It also provides some

insight into the nature of hot-spots, believed to be responsible for the huge amplifications seen in single molecule SERS.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [1] is

based on single or collective plasmon resonances pro-

ducing massive amplifications of the laser local field,

thus boosting the intensity of the otherwise weak

Raman scattering scattering process. This is the so-

called electromagnetic (EM) enhancement. A second
source of enhancement (chemical) [2] is always present,

but plays a secondary role when huge amplifications

are observed. Understanding SERS, accordingly, im-

plies an understanding of the nature of collective plas-

mon resonances in the metallic nanostructures where

the effect is observed. This is a very difficult undertaking

in general.

The largest SERS signals are believed to come from
the so-called hot-spots; spatially localized surface plas-

mons resonances where the electric field of the laser

may reach huge local enhancements. Hot-spots are in

many cases directly related to two-particle interactions

(dimers) in colloidal systems, but there are many theo-

retical reasons to believe that they can also be produced

by collective excitations, with a much more indirect rela-

tionship with the underlying topology of the metal
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nanostructure. It is believed that hot-spots are responsi-

ble for the single-molecule (SM) sensitivity of SERS [3];

understanding their physical properties is at the core of

the possible applications of SERS in SM-spectroscopy.

It has been argued repeatedly in the literature that

hot-spots could be spatially localized within a fraction
of the laser wavelength (k) [3]. This is a property which

is interesting for several reasons: (i) it says something

about the nature of plasmon resonance localization

which is important for plasmonics itself [4–6]; (ii) it

could explain the existence of huge (�1012–1015) EM

enhancements which are needed to explain many SM

or alleged SM-phenomena and (iii) it could set the limits

of spatial (sub-wavelength) resolution in SERS as an
alternative tool for microscopy with high chemical

specificity.

Although some information on the spatial localiza-

tion of hot-spots has been obtained in the past with

alternative techniques [7,8], a clear-cut experimental

demonstration of sub-wavelength localization of hot-

spots inferred from the direct monitoring of the Raman

signal has not been yet demonstrated in the literature, to
the very best of our knowledge. It is the purpose of this

Letter to present such evidence; i.e., sub-wavelength

confinement of hot-spots and spatial resolution within

distances smaller than k. We demonstrate, accordingly,
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of a single-path Raman spec-

trometer after the notch filter and the confocal pinhole (not shown in

the figure). A confocal image of the spot is formed onto the entrance

slit by the collecting optics. The grating disperses (spectrally) the image

onto the CCD achieving a combined intensity pattern with both spatial

(position) and frequency information in the two mutually perpendic-

ular directions of the CCD. (b) A laser spot (FWHM �k) is scanned
across a Si cleaved edge as shown in the picture. Depending on the

orientation of the edge (i or ^ to the grooves of the grating) a Raman

CCD image can be obtained with (^) or without (i) spatial variations.
(c) A scanning across the insensitive spatial direction of the CCD (i to
the grooves) produces always a centered Raman image pattern with a

Gaussian profile. The maximum intensity of the pattern is a measure of

the fraction of the area of the spot on the Si wafer, but no spatial

variation is detected in this case. From left to right the images are for:

zero (A), 1/4 (B), 1/2 (C) and full (D) overlap of the spot on the wafer.

As in (a), the horizontal axis is frequency while the vertical direction is

the spatial coordinate.
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a new tool that can be used to further our understanding

of the causes of plasmon-mediated EM-enhancement in

a technique that is becoming of age in many applications

in physics [9], chemistry [10], physical-chemistry [11],

and biology [3,12].

A modern Raman spectrometer with a single dispers-
ing stage works by achieving a high rejection of laser

stray light in a holographic notch filter. Detection is typ-

ically achieved by a CCD array, which is essentially a

two-dimensional detector where there is both: (i) fre-

quency and (ii) spatial information of the imaged object

(laser spot) at the entrance slit. When coupled to a con-

focal microscope, the system achieves an image of the

laser spot onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer.
The situation is depicted schematically in Fig. 1a. The

grating disperses the image onto the CCD; the intensity

pattern can be thought of as containing frequency (en-

ergy) information in the direction perpendicular to both

the slits and the grooves of the grating, and spatial infor-

mation in the parallel direction. Only one direction of

the image object is spatially resolved, while the others

(including the axial direction) are spread into the differ-
ent frequency components contained in the image. This

is schematically shown as frequency and position axes in

Fig. 1a. The normal mode of operation of a spectrome-

ter is by integrating the position-axis in columns for

every frequency. This can be setup and/or changed by

the so called binning of the diodes in the CCD.

The spatial resolution dependence of the CCD

Raman image can be tested for any specific system by
scanning the tightly focused laser spot of the confocal

microscope through a cleaved silicon wafer edge on

top of a neutral highly-absorbing substrate. An example

is shown in Fig. 1b. From Fig. 1a it is obvious that the

CCD image is only sensitive to spatial inhomogeneities

in one direction.

The grooves (lines) of the grating define a specific

direction. The Si wafer edge can be moved so that the
image of the edge itself remains all the time either paral-

lel or perpendicular to the direction defined by the

grooves. The relation between the directions on the sam-

ple and the directions in the image depends on the opti-

cal layout creating the image on the entrance slit. If the

edge remains parallel to the grooves at all times, there is

no spatial information on the Raman image. This is

explicitly shown in Fig. 1c where the Raman peak of
Si (�520 cm�1) always appears in the same vertical posi-

tion, though with different intensities, for a 633 nm

He–Ne-laser spot crossing the cleaved edge. The beam

has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) at the waist

of 650 nm measured independently by beam profiling

techniques. The intensity pattern in the vertical (spatial)

direction in Fig. 1a simply follows a Gaussian distribu-

tion, which is the illumination pattern of the beam. If
the edge is scanned in the direction perpendicular to

the grooves of the grating, the CCD-Raman image
shows now a spatial variation. This is displayed in Fig.

2 where the spot is scanned through two cleaved edges
of the Si wafer. If the beam is now missing a fraction

of its left or right side across the edge, this results in a

Raman image on the CCD which is slightly displaced

upwards or downwards. In this manner, under careful

focusing conditions, events occurring within the laser

spot can be spatially separated and resolved for dis-

tances of the order of �k/2, which is the diffraction limit.

Figs. 1 and 2, therefore, underline all the basic physical
and instrumental concepts which can be transferred to

an arbitrary Raman system with a confocal microscope,

a CCD detector, and a motorized X–Y sample stage.

The stability of the laser beam (spatial and intensity)

can also be tested by monitoring the CCD-Raman

images on Si. We find good long term spatial (Gaussian)

and temporal (intensity) stability in our laser.

The CCD-Raman image of a peak has two different
widths: (i) in the frequency direction it is the linewidth

of the Raman peak itself and the relation between wave-

numbers and pixels is fixed by the dispersion of the grat-
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Fig. 2. Scanning the laser spot across a cleaved edge in the direction

parallel to the grating grooves produces a Raman image pattern where

spatial resolution can be observed. A Si wafer (50 lm thick) on top of

an absorbing substrate is cleaved with two edges separated by a few

mm only and scanned across the spot produced by the objective

(center). The CCD Raman images of the Si signal are shown at the top

and bottom of the figure, with the corresponding letter that identifies

the specific place where the signal has been taken from. The scanning

direction is indicated in the figure. A spot missing a fraction of its left

(right) area produces a CCD-Raman image slightly displaced down-

wards (upwards). In this manner, we can distinguish signals within the

spot separated by a distance of the order of �k/2, which is the

diffraction limit.
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ing. In the spatial or position axis, the shape of the image

is a Gaussian which comes from the Gaussian shape of

the beam. If the beam size (FWHM) is known at the

spot site, a Gaussian fit of the intensity on the CCD im-

age automatically sets a connection between pixels and

distance.

Not many samples will have Raman signals with
strong inhomogeneities within distances �k. SERS pro-

vides a prototype example due to the presence of hot-

spots. We take a classical example in SERS to prove

the method: residual amorphous carbon on silver

colloids.

Experiments have been performed on a Jobin–Yvon

LabRam system coupled to an Olympus BX41 confocal

microscope equipped with achromatic 100· objectives
either for immersion (water) or air. We fixed the confo-

cal pinhole to 200 lm for all measurements providing a

confocal length of �8 lm in the axial direction. Raman
spectra are collected either in the normal spectroscopic

mode or as CCD Raman images with a 633 nm He–

Ne-laser (�3 mW at the focal point). Ag colloids for

SERS were prepared by reduction of AgNO3 using the

standard technique introduced by Lee and Miesel [13]

and concentrated 10 times by centrifugation (10 min at
15 · 103 rpm) from the neat solution (�1011 colloids/

cm3). The average colloid diameter is �60 nm as re-

vealed by dynamic light scattering in solution and elec-

tron microscopy on dry samples. The concentrated

colloids are dried onto glass slides for several hours un-

der mild heating (�40 �C).
It is a well known fact that pure colloids prepared by

this method have a substantial amount of residual amor-
phous carbon which can be easily identified in the SERS

spectrum [14]. Kudelski and Pettinger [15] have done a

detailed study of SERS in amorphous carbon and car-

bon chain segments. They have shown [15] that on top

of the broad double peak at �1360 and �1580 cm�1,

characteristic of many forms of amorphous carbon, it

is possible to have fluctuations in the Raman peaks cor-

responding to carbonaceous groups which get temporar-
ily amplified by hot-spots in an enduring surface

chemistry process triggered by the laser [15]. These pho-

tochemical reactions are interesting in their own right,

and are seen at relatively low laser powers (�2 mW);

they change dynamics and become more complicated

at higher powers. A full separate study of the photo-

chemistry of amorphous carbon under SERS conditions

is in progress and will be reported elsewhere. The fluctu-
ations of these groups can be readily seen in our sample,

as demonstrated in Fig. 3a. The Raman spectrum of

average amorphous carbon is shown for reference. It is

the signal of all these carbon clusters that normally con-

tributes to the inhomogeneous broadening of the peaks

in amorphous carbon. SERS is resolving part of the

inhomogeneous broadening by amplifying specific clus-

ters only; those at the hot-spots.
If we analyze the CCD-Raman image in the same

spectral range, we observe that each spectrum at each

given time (obtained with the normal binning in the spa-

tial direction of the CCD) shown in Fig. 3a is actually

composed of several spectra which are substantially dif-

ferent among regions within the spot, as shown in Fig.

3b. This does not obviously occur at every position,

but it is possible to find many places where the Raman
signal is inhomogeneous within the spot. This is specifi-

cally shown in the example in Fig. 3b where the FWHM

of the beam on the sample is, as before, 650 nm �k. This
proves that different regions within the spot have not

only different enhancements but also different spectra;

we are resolving inhomogeneities in the SERS signal

for distances smaller than k.
Fractal-like clusters of dried Ag-colloids on glass can,

however, be relatively uniform in terms of average

enhancement over regions which are large compared
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Fig. 3. (a) Amorphous carbon (a-C) fluctuations seen on Ag-colloid

clusters. The time scan corresponds to 250 spectra taken with 1 s

integration time each. The average spectrum of a-C is shown at the

back for reference. On top of a background resembling the average

spectrum of a-C, there are huge fluctuations in the SERS signal

produced by carbonaceous groups [15] at hot-spots. (b) CCD-Raman

image centered in the same spectral range, but spatially resolved within

the spot. The vertical position spans a range of approx 650 nm

obtained from a fit of the Si-profile. The image shows regions with very

different Raman spectra along the spatially resolved direction, as

shown in the two examples on the right. See the text for further details.
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to the spot size. More spectacular spatial inhomogenei-
ties of hot-spots can be seen in small clusters of Ag-col-

loids in solution (water) containing rhodamine 6G

(RH6G). The small clusters are produced by a partial

collapse of the Ag-colloid stability triggered by the pres-

ence of KCl [16,17] (10–20 mM). Transient SERS sig-

nals of clusters getting into the scattering volume are

measured in the same experimental conditions as re-

ported elsewhere [16,17] but with a higher magnification
(·100) immersion objective index-matched to water.

CCD-Raman images in the region close to one of the

most intense modes of RH6G (�1510 cm�1) show all

possible cases of different localizations of strong Raman

signals within the laser spot. Fig. 4 shows three examples

of events where there was an off-center hot-spot during
the time of the measurement (0.1 s) (left), a centered in-

tense one (center) and an event with two hot-spots one

slightly weaker than the other (right). Again this exam-

ple shows that conventional binning in these cases of

strong hot-spot inhomogeneities will produce an average

signal of regions where the Raman spectra looks quite
different. The images in Fig. 4 also give some hint on

the time-scale of hot-spot resonance occurrences in these

clusters. With an integration time of 0.1 s and a readout

time of the order of �1 s, many hot-spots appear very

localized in the image (as the three examples in Fig.

4c). This suggests that they are transient resonances of

the clusters occurring on a much smaller time scale when

a specific position or relative orientation of the cluster
with respect to the laser beam is achieved. The only rea-

son why this experiment cannot provide a definite

answer to this question is the wrapping of two of the

spatial dimensions, which could be hiding a diffusion

process and blurring along the insensitive spatial

directions.

Spatial localization of hot-spots studied by this meth-

od has the advantage of spectroscopic information com-
bined with some degree of spatial resolution in one

direction. However, at the focal plane, one of the dimen-

sions is wrapped along the spatially insensitive axis (fre-

quency axis) of the CCD. There is however an

alternative which could provide a two dimensional

sub-wavelength SERS information by resigning some

resolution and specificity in the spectral dimension.

The Raman imaging method proposed in [18], is based
on a triple spectrometer using a double subtractive stage

with an intermediate slit to filter the image on the en-

trance slit in a small energy window around a Raman

mode of interest. The third stage is then used with a

grating at 0 nm in reflection mode to provide a 2D-

map, with spatial information on both axes from the im-

age at the entrance slit, filtered by the double subtractive

stage.
Sub-wavelength spatial resolution in SERS spectra

has been demonstrated for two different experimental

situations. Our results confirm speculations on the spa-

tial localization of hot-spots in SERS. Unlike other tech-

niques like photon scanning tunnelling microscopy [7],

direct spatially resolved Raman imaging produces spec-

tra in which both spatial and spectroscopic information

within the laser spot can be obtained. We believe this
imaging method to be sufficiently general to be applied

to any other metallic nanostructures.

We have found, in addition, evidence that very local-

ized photochemical reactions can be triggered by the

presence of these hot-spots in colloidal clusters. The

existence of surface plasmon enhanced mediated photo-

chemistry is known already [19], but the possibility of

localizing or even controlling these reactions by hot-
spots open several interesting possibilities. We have

found evidence of certain photochemical reactions



Fig. 4. CCD-Raman images of the spot with the immersion objective. The solution contains Ag-colloid clusters formed by the presence of 20 mM

KCl and 1lMRH6G. All possible types of Raman hot-spots can be seen within the laser spot as a function of time. The integration time was 0.1 s for

these images. Two clear features at �1650 and 1510 cm�1 can be seen in all images. We show three representative examples with: (a) an off-axis hot-

spot, (b) an intense hot-spot in the center of the beam, and (c) an event with two clearly resolved hot-spots separated by �k/2. The three figures at the
bottom present the same data in a 3D-plot, where the different asymmetries of the Raman signals in the spatial direction can be readily seen.
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which show intense emission of light form sub-wave-
length localized regions. Work along these lines is in

progress and results will be reported elsewhere.
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